FFESTINIOG SLATE COMPANY
DE & G TUNNELS 1985

OAKELEY SLATE
Fig. 172

All this area subsequently quarried away by McAlpines

DE TUNNEL EXTENSION 1937 IN TIMBER

TIMBERING COLLAPSED & LEVELS BACKED

OLD SHAFT (CAPPED?)

OLD PUMP CHAMBER ON G NEW VIEW

DE ACCESS BLOCKED BY TIMBER

FLOOR C APPROXIMATE SITE OF COLLAPSE & BLOCKAGE, DRAINAGE BY PIPES THROUGH COLLAPSE.

Shaft from surface (A) to DE - SECOND SHAFT FROM DE TO G DISPLACED 500 FT TO SOUTH

BUNC COEDAN N 1020 FT O.D.
FITTING SHOP AREA ETC.

Based on surveyirs by T.S.C. 1985/86
J. Eldredge 30/1/88
FFESTINIOG SLATE COMPANY

EXTENT OF WORKINGS IN OLD PEAK QUARRY

Ca. 1986

[Diagram of quarry workings with labels such as 'Oakeley', 'North Old Vein', 'Chamber', 'Numbering', etc.]

Oakeley Slate
Fig. 173
GLODDFA GANOL
(FFEISTINIOG SLATE GROUP)

FLOOR FIVE MINE WALK  Ca. 1986

OAKELEY SLATE
Fig. 174
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GLODDFA GANOL
FFESTINIOG SLATE
GROUP

LANDROVER & CAPLAMP
"SAFARI TOUR" on
FLOOR 11 Ca. 1986

NOT TO SCALE